Pistol Calibre Rifle Championship
Sunday 26th April 2015
201
Match Director: Greg Rastall
Registration starts at 9.30 am, match will commence at 10.00am. Fee is £5.00.

Comp 1. 1500
Targets GRCF, B1 full-size
Sights Any (No lasers)
Positions standing unsupported,
d, kneeling and sitting
Ready Position GRCF: parallel
Course of Fire
This event takes approximately 90 minutes to complete
It requires 150 rounds, maximum score is 1500 150X
Match 1
Stage 1 10 metres,, 1 exposure of 20 seconds
12 shots, including reload, standing unsupported
Stage 2 15 metres 1 exposure of 20 seconds
12
2 shots, including reload, standing unsupported
Match 2
25 metres, 1 x 90 sec. (1 min. 30 sec.) including reloads
6 shots kneeling
6 shots left hand, standing.
6 shots right hand, standing.
Match 3
50 metres, 165 sec. (2 min. 45 sec.) including reloads
6 shots kneeling
6 shots sitting
6 shots left hand standing unsupported
6 shots right hand standing unsupported
Match 4
25 metres 1 exposure of 35 seconds (including reload)
Stage 1 12 shots standing unsupported
Stage 2 12 shots standing unsupported
Match 5
Stage 1 10 metres,, 1 exposure of 30 seconds
12 shots standing unsupported
Stage 2 25 metres, 1 exposure of 90 sec. (1 min. 30 sec.) including reloads
6 shots kneeling
6 shots left hand
Stage 3 50 metres , 1 exposure of 165 sec. (2 min. 45 sec.) including reloads
6 shots kneeling
6 shots sitting
6 shots left hand standing unsupported
6 shots right hand standing unsupported
Stage 4 25 metres 1 exposure of 12 seconds
6 shots standing unsupported
Moving between positions
Firearms must be unloaded when moving between positions. All rounds and cases must be ejected before moving.

Comp 2, Plate Match
Target 6 x White 8” Disc onto two target boards.
Position Standing unsupported
Ready position Rifle at waste height parallel to the ground
Course of Fire
This event takes approximately 20 minutes to complete
It requires rounds 48, maximum score is 480.
This match is fired standing unsupported kneeling, sitting or prone.
Stage 1
10 metres
1 x 6 seconds, 1 shot on each plate. Repeat.
Stage 2
15 metres
1x 7 seconds, 1 shot on each plate. Repeat.
Stage 3
20 metres
1 x 8 seconds 1 shot on each plate Repeat.
Stage 4
25 metres
1 x 9 seconds 1 shot on each plate. Repeat.

General Rules & Information

All entries welcome. Probationers may shoot under supervision. Registration 10:00am. Cost £5.
1. Any pistol calibre centre fire gallery rifle (GRCF) is eligible. Centre fire long barrel revolvers (LBR) may compete
alongside GRCF rifles for this championship.
2. Competitors may re-enter with the same or different GRCF rifle or LBR for a cost of £3 BUT only the first entry
will count towards the PC-Championship.
3. Competitors will be expected to assist, if required by the Range Officer, with scoring / patching etc. on the day.
4. Scoring: Inward scoring. A shot hole, the leaded edge of which comes in contact with the outside of the bullseye or
scoring rings of a target is given the higher value. A scoring overlay gauge will be used to determine the value of
close shots. The higher value will be allowed in those cases where the flange on the gauge touches the scoring ring.
5. In case of keyhole or tipped shots the higher value is awarded if the leaded edge of the bullet hole touches the
scoring ring of higher value even though the hole is elongated to the bullet's length rather than being a circle of the
bullet's diameter
6. Shots fired while the target is in motion will be scored as hits provided the greatest horizontal dimension of the
bullet hole measures no more than one and one-half (1½ ) times the diameter of the bullet.
7. Visible hits and close groups. As a general rule only those hits which are visible will be scored. An exception will
be made in the case where the groupings of 3 or more shots are so close that it is possible for a shot or shots to
have gone through the enlarged hole without leaving a mark and there has been no evidence that a shot or shots
have gone elsewhere than through the assigned target. In such a case, the shooter will be given the benefit of the
doubt and scored hits for the non-visible shots, on the assumption they passed through the enlarged hole. If such
assumption should place a non-visible hit in either of 2 scoring rings, it shall be scored in the higher-valued ring.
8. This competition counts towards the overall Club Championship. Ten points will be awarded to the winner, nine to
second, and so on down to tenth place.
9. In event of tied scores for major placings, decision will be on count back. Thereafter if scores are still tied there
will be a 10 round 5min precision shoot off (PL8) at 25m.

